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Persona
Parents of university
student
Middle Aged (40-60 year)

The parents know that their students could not
be feeding health and fresh. They want to be
sure that, their children are eating healthy.

They are sending packages at intervals to their
children who are studying far away.

Students mostly study in north and parents are
mostly living in south. Therefore, they would
like to sent the variety of vegetables, fruits and
jar of olive oil, jam and sauces.

In the research that we made in the scoop of
Gifting Happiness concept, we have found out
that; the thing that makes Italians most happy
is sharing their favorite foods.



IDEA 1
Parents sending the package that contains
ingredients of their recipes. And they also shoot a
video of how they make that certain food. The
student access to that application via 'link' or a 'QR
code'. And started to cook with watching their
parents. This allows bonding, pass down tradition,
preparing students to be adults.

Some students who study abroad, may not tell their
parents that they crave certain foods because they may
be emotional. This way they can reach certain recipes.

The app should be 40+ friendly. Every middle aged people
have different technological knowledge and also their
eyes are detecting contrast in higher level. (Color and UI
Design)



When parents send packages to their children, they
often aim to put on big jars or different little jars.
We aim to made a jar that opens in levels.

For example in the first opening you open the 1/3
of the jar and there are still two more levels that
will not be spoil due to contact with air. 
Some leftover ingredients spoil and turn into trash
because students does not cook often. This product
suppose to make your ingredients lasts longer
(more than two weeks).

The other way to eliminate this problem could be a
concept (basically) like a stacked-lunchbox but
apply that design in a jar

IDEA 2



This idea aims to prevent leakage of jars(bottles) that contains oil.
Its aim is to eliminate air ventilation, so that there is no space for oil
to leak.

Three types of food-grade rubber:
Neoprene, EPDM, Nitrile.
(Safe with food contact, non-toxic, non-allergenic)

Neoprene: Most economical, very reliable on the job performance.

IDEA 3



Which one is your
favorite?


